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Luxer One Becomes a Certified RealPage Exchange
AppPartner
RICHARDSON, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- RealPage, Inc. (NASDAQ: RP), a leading global provider of software
and data analytics to the real estate industry, today announced that Luxer One, the multifamily industry’s top
package locker company, is integrating to become a certified RealPage Exchange AppPartner. The two companies
will work closely to implement certified software integration for any Luxer One systems using RealPage’s
ActiveBuilding platform.

The RealPage Exchange AppPartner program integrates software and hardware solutions that are fully compatible
with the RealPage platform. Luxer One’s package management hardware and software are developed in-house,
allowing the company to build a robust integration using the RealPage Exchange API.

“We are thrilled to have set up this powerful integration with RealPage. Their SaaS tools are best-in-class and their
team shares in our values of relentless innovation, excellent user experience, and unparalleled customer support,”
says Arik Levy, CEO of Luxer One. “The RealPage team has been incredibly supportive in making this integration
completely seamless for our shared customers, and we look forward to many successes together,” he continues.

Luxer One will be exhibiting at the RealPage RealWorld conference in July 2018, held at The Wynn Hotel in Las
Vegas, Nevada. RealPage users can meet the Luxer One team and learn more about the Luxer One package
management system.

About Luxer One

Luxer One develops the world’s leading package management solutions, with a suite of smart package lockers and
automated package rooms designed to accept 100% of deliveries. The Luxer One team started innovating 24/7
automated locker solutions in San Francisco in 2005. Today, the company holds four patents with two pending, and
has performed tens of millions of locker deliveries globally through its advanced technology platform. Luxer One’s
locker systems are designed and built in the United States. Luxer One serves the multifamily, office, retail, and mail
center industries. To learn more about Luxer One, please visit www.luxerone.com.

About RealPage

RealPage is a leading global provider of software and data analytics to the real estate industry. Clients use its
platform to improve operating performance and increase capital returns. Founded in 1998 and headquartered in
Richardson, Texas, RealPage currently serves more than 12,400 clients worldwide from offices in North America,
Europe and Asia. For more information about the company, visit https://www.realpage.com.
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